This paper empirically investigates the add-on or "drip" pricing behavior of firms in the Portuguese market for driving instruction. We present a model along the lines of Gabaix and Laibson (2006) in which consumers purchase a base and, with some probability, an add-on product from the same firm, but are not always aware of the possible need for the add-on product. We show that a typical loss leader pricing strategy emerges whereby markups on the upfront product are artificially lowered, while firms price the add-on at monopoly levels. We then test the implications of the model using a detailed snapshot of industry data on student characteristics and preferences, school attributes including prices and costs, and market demographics for a cross-section of local markets with differing numbers of school competitors. We find significant evidence in support of the model predictions, including that firms face a substantial profit motive in the add-on market. Most notably, markups for the base product, but not the add-on products, decline in the number of competitors a firm faces, a prediction that has not been established in the literature to date. Finally, we estimate an empirical version of the model to show that approximately one-quarter of students are not aware of the addon when making their school choice. This result has important policy implications about the cross-subsidization from those students who are unaware of the add-on to those who are.
Introduction
In many industries, sellers advertise a low price for an upfront product in hopes of generating subsequent sales of other "add-on" products in greater numbers or at greater profit margins than the upfront product's sales. Rational-actor models typically explain the notion that multi-product firms might sell some products as low-markup "bargains" or loss leaders, only to recover these losses with high-markup "ripoffs" with search costs, price discrimination, or switching costs.
1 Gabaix and Laibson (2006) formalize another explanation for high markups in add-on markets: high add-on prices may be optimal when consumers are naïve and do not anticipate that the price of the unadvertised add-on product is likely to be high. As an example, they point to tied products such as printers and toner cartridges in which consumer unawareness of the cartridge's high markup reduces the role that the tied product plays in the purchase process.
2
To what extent are any of these theoretical predictions about add-on pricing borne out in reality? The empirical literature on add-on pricing in loss leader models is surprisingly scant. Several recent papers' findings are consistent with products serving as loss leaders. For instance, Chevalier et al. (2003) demonstrate declines in retail price margins for certain grocery store products during peak demand periods, which suggests that these products serve as loss leaders in driving store traffic. In studying online computer memory chip purchases, Ellison and Ellison (2009) show that a loss leader firm that shrouds add-ons is profitable by attracting a large number of customers who end up buying upgraded products at higher prices. In a field experiment, Chetty et al. (2009) find that demand falls when retailers "unshroud" by posting tax-inclusive prices for personal care products. In other field experiments, Hossain and Morgan (2006) and Brown et al. (2010) demonstrate that raising shipping charges increases revenues and the number of bidders attracted to eBay auctions. driving instruction. Here students initially purchase a base course of driving instruction, completion of which entitles them to one attempt at passing a theory and a practical driving exam. Should the student fail either exam, additional fees accrue for both lessons and a repeat exam. Schools are required to keep a full schedule of their add-on surcharges onsite, even though doing so does not rule out unawareness of these fees by at least some students at the time of their initial school choice. Our setting, as with professional testing and certification markets more generally, is one in which consumers might also systematically underestimate their probability of failing an exam and, thus, their demand for the add-on.
4
Among Portuguese driving school students, exam repetition is actually quite common; 45.6 percent of students fail either the theory or the practice exam the first time. The Portuguese regulator, the Instituto da Mobilidade e dos Transportes Terrestres (IMTT), asserts, however, that a significant share of students is unaware of these high failure rates when they first enroll in a school.
A unique feature of our setting is that we observe the universe of Portuguese driving school students over a three-year period, including information on the school they attend, the sequence of their exam outcomes, and demographic information such as their age, gender, and place of residence. We combine these data with information on school characteristics and hand-collected school fees for the basic driving course and for repeating either the theory or the practice portion. Such detailed data allow us to calculate the marginal cost to the school of each student for the basic and repeat courses and, consequently, to compute profit margins for schools' upfront and add-on services. Local markets further differ in the number of schools serving each market, which permits us to investigate the role of the competitive environment on pricing. Taken together, these data allow us to trace the entire sequence of purchases that students make and the prices they pay for each purchase, a feature that otherwise would render the empirical study of add-on pricing challenging.
To study the two-part pricing by driving schools, we first set up a basic model that builds on the Gabaix and Laibson (2006) model of add-on pricing with myopic consumers. On the demand side, we allow for two types of consumers who purchase an upfront and, with some probability, an add-on product from the same firm. Sophisticated consumers are rational in forming expectations about their likelihood of needing to purchase the add-on, and can engage in costly effort to reduce their purchase incidence. Myopic consumers, conversely, believe their demand for the add-on product is nonexistent and do not account for its price when choosing their school. We show that a typical loss-leader pricing strategy emerges in which firms sell the upfront product at or near competitive profit margins and simultaneously price the add-on at supra competitive levels.
As in Gabaix and Laibson, the assumption of Bertrand competition among symmetric firms results in profit neutrality across the two products, with add-on profits offsetting upfront losses. This feature has two consequences for the upfront product's price. First, a larger share of myopic consumers, who unexpectedly (to them) participate and generate profit in the add-on market, depresses the upfront product's price. Second, increases in the probability with which consumers require the add-on product similarly raise profitability, offset by a lower upfront product price and markup.
We then test several of these predictions in the driving school setting. First, we establish that the rates of failure across schools result in significant revenue and profit to schools from the add-on market; our data indicate that an estimated 14.0 percent of revenue and 24.4 percent of variable profit derive from repeat courses for the average school. In monetary terms, schools earn an additional e0.81 for every e1 the average student generates in profit from its upfront service.
Second, while the Lerner index in the upfront market averages 28.7 percent, the corresponding indices in the theory and practice add-on markets average 86.5 and 56.6 percent, respectively: schools earn low markups in the upfront market, but simultaneously reap supra competitive markups in the add-on markets. Moreover, schools' upfront prices and markups strongly correlate with the number of schools in their municipality, pointing to the standard downward pressure on prices that additional competition exerts. On the other hand, schools' add-on prices and markups remain remarkably uncorrelated with the market structure across all specifications, a facet of competition, or the lack thereof, predicted by the theoretical model.
In addition to providing descriptive evidence in support of the model's predictions, we estimate an empirical version of the model that relies on students' responses to schools' posted upfront and add-on prices to back out the proportion of students whose school choice is consistent with a failure to account for the add-on prices. Specifically, we detail a two-type mixture model of school choice in which the two types, as in the theoretical model, differ in their anticipated probabilities of failing an exam. Myopes and sophisticates make school choices based on whether they consider the upfront price only or the full price, which includes the expected repeat add-on fees. Our results demonstrate that schools' pricing behavior does not merely reflect students' differing price sensitivities across product markets; rather, schools' pricing is consistent with approximately one-quarter of the student population acting myopically when making their school choices.
That myopes constitute a nontrivial subset of the student population has important distributional consequences. If sophisticates can reduce their demand in the add-on market, they reap the benefits of low prices in the upfront market. Thus, myopic students -whose business in both markets comprises a significant portion of schools' profits -effectively subsidize sophisticates with lower prices in the upfront market. The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents a basic loss-leader model with boundedlyrational students. Section 3 introduces the data and the institutional setting of Portuguese driving schools. Section 4 provides evidence to support some of the basic predictions and implications of the model. Section 5 formalizes an empirical model using several of the model implications. Section 6 concludes.
A Model of Add-on Pricing with Myopic Students
Here, we outline a simple model of add-on pricing in the spirit of Gabaix and Laibson (2006) and Spiegler (2011) to illustrate that the loss-leader pricing strategies common to multiproduct settings with search or switching costs can also arise when consumers have limited foresight of their demand for the add-on product.
Consider a two-period model of a market with n symmetric schools and a continuum of students. The schools offer an upfront or base service u -a course of instruction to prepare for the driving exam -and an add-on service a for an additional fee -a make-up course for exam re-takers. We assume that the add-on price takes the form of a surcharge: students who fail the exam do not have a choice but to purchase the add-on. As in classic repeat purchase models of pricing with switching costs (Klemperer 1987a; Beggs and Klemperer 1992; Farrell and Klemperer 2007) , we assume that consumers are locked into purchasing both the upfront course and a possible repeat course from the same driving school.
5 In contrast to these models where firms are not able to commit to prices for subsequently purchased add-on products in the initial period, firms are required to keep at hand a full schedule of prices. We thus assume that schools commit to the add-on price when setting the price menu in the initial stage of the game. In period 1, each school j simultaneously chooses and commits to a pricing strategy (p u j , p a j ), where p u j and p a j are the prices of school j's upfront and add-on services. As in Gabaix and Laibson (2006) , the add-on price p a is effectively bounded above by p a . For example, if a student is forced to pay a high repeat-course price, he might choose not to continue with driving instruction or lodge a complaint with the regulatory body, the IMTT. While the IMTT does not directly regulate the price of repeat courses, its oversight likely also limits the fees that schools can charge. Firms face constant and nonnegative marginal costs of providing each service, (c u , c a ). Students then choose a school to enroll in and purchase the upfront service u. In period 2, students learn whether or not they need to buy the add-on at its set price depending on their exam results from period 1. Students have a strictly positive, identical probability of λ ∈ (0, 1] of failing the initial driving exam. We assume that there are two student types in the market: a share of π ∈ (0, 1) sophisticates s and (1 − π) myopes m. In period one, myopes have limited foresight about the add-on service; they only become aware of it ex-post when they fail the exam and are forced to purchase it. The assumption of limited foresight might reflect that myopic students assign zero probability to failing the exam -the students suffer from over-optimism, for example -or that students are unaware of the existence of makeup course fees simply because the school does not prominently advertise this information.
In contrast, sophisticated students recognize the possibility of having to retake the exam. We assume they form rational expectations over their probability of failing the exam, assessing it correctly at λ, and consider the add-on service when making their choice in the first period. Sophisticates can engage in costly effort to reduce their probability of failing from λ to λ > 0 at an effort cost e.
6
In line with our empirical setting, we assume, as in Gabaix and Laibson (2006) , that students make a discrete school choice, allowing for heterogeneous valuations of each school. For simplicity, we assume there are no systematic differences in valuations by type. The utility of student i of type {m, s} from enrolling at school j is given by
where ε ij denotes student i's heterogeneous valuation for the school j, such as the distance he travels to the school, and λ = {λ, λ}, depending on whether the sophisticate chooses to engage in effort.
7
A student's demand for each school's services is given by the probability that the (ex-6 For example, sophisticates might study more for the theory exams or try harder at their practice lessons so as to minimize their probability of failing and the likelihood they will be required to purchase the addon service. Unlike similar models, whereby sophisticates face a perfect substitute for the add-on service, however, we assume that sophisticates cannot reduce their probability of needing to purchase the add-on service to zero despite their best efforts to avoid it.
7 Note that we do not model the school's choice of whether to unshroud or publicize the upfront prices. We show in the Appendix that, in our setting where add-ons are unavoidable, the shrouded and unshrouded equilibria are equivalent if sophisticates form rational expectations about add-on prices and unshrouding is costless. We therefore simply assume that sophisticates are aware of the add-on price and form expectations solely with regard to their demand for the add-on, but not the firms' prices. pected) utility of school j exceeds that of all competing school k = j. Under the assumption that ε is distributed type I extreme value, this assumption results in common multinomial logit school choice probabilities:
, denoting as σ the scale parameter of the type I extreme value distribution.
Consider first the pricing in the add-on market. Since students are locked in to their school upon failing the initial exam, the school acts as a monopolist over its demand and optimally charges the highest possible price, p a .
Now consider pricing of the base service. We analyze the symmetric case, and assume that firms compete on price. In the Appendix we prove there is a unique symmetric equilibrium characterized by the following pricing strategies:
provided effort costs e are at most equal to (λ − λ)p a . We make the following observations about the equilibrium prices:
1. Schools set the price of the add-on service to be the same and equal to the ex-post monopoly price for the add-on service.
2. The add-on price does not depend on the fraction of myopes or the probability of failing because demand is perfectly inelastic in the aftermarket.
3. The price of the upfront service is non-monotonically increasing (decreasing) in the fraction of sophisticates (myopes), or
Thus, as the fraction of myopes (sophisticates) increases, the upfront price decreases (increases) to reflect that schools anticipate larger (smaller) profits from the add-on service; schools want to attract more myopes upfront with their loss-leader service, only to recoup these losses in the aftermarket.
4. The price of the upfront service is monotonically decreasing in the type-weighted probability of failing the exam, (1 − π)λ + πλ . The greater the number of students schools can attract in the aftermarket, the lower the price they charge in the upfront market to entice students to choose its service in the first place.
5. Finally, markups in the upfront market decline as the number of firms increases. With large n and a sizable aftermarket, the model allows for the possibility that margins in the upfront market are negative and are offset by large, positive markups in the add-on market.
The equilibrium pricing strategies in (3) reflect that sophisticated students engage in costly effort to reduce their exposure to the add-on market. Such effort is not necessarily efficient. The firm foregoes profit in the amount of (p a − c a ) λ − λ on every sophisticate.
The choice to engage in effort, thus, is only efficient if e ≤ c a λ − λ , whereas the student's choice to do so reflects the prices he pays for, rather than the cost of providing, the add-on service.
In section 4 we investigate the extent to which these properties of the equilibrium pricing strategies are borne out by the pricing patterns we observe in our data. Moreover, in section 5 we estimate an empirical model based on the theoretical model presented. Beforehand we briefly describe driving instruction and schools in Portugal and summarize our sources of data.
Background and Data

The Portuguese Market for Driving Instruction
We begin with an overview of the process of obtaining a driver's license in Portugal, the market for driving instruction, and the role of the IMTT as the regulatory agency that oversees driving instruction.
To obtain a driver's license, learner drivers aged 18 years or older must first enroll in an IMTT-authorized driving school.
9 There, candidates must complete 28 theory lessons, the curriculum of which is set by the IMTT, and a minimum of 32 on-road driving lessons. After completing the required theory lessons, students take a computerized theory exam.
cates. If sophisticated students had a strictly higher probability of failing than myopes, regardless of their expended effort, the price of the upfront service would increase in the share of myopes. 9 Initial authorization by the IMTT requires, among other things, proof that the proposed school owner holds at least five years of experience in driving instruction, that the school is financially viable, and that the fleet and facilities satisfy certain IMTT standards.
Subsequently, they perform an on-road driving test. Both exams are administered at one of 35 exam centers. Twenty-two exam centers are managed by the IMTT, while private organizations operate the remainder. An IMTT certified examiner oversees the on-road driving test. Upon successful completion of both exams, the IMTT issues a probationary license to the new driver. The license converts to an unrestricted one automatically should the driver avoid serious driving violations during an initial five-year probationary period. In 2011 the IMTT issued a total of 95,556 new driver's licenses, of which approximately 85 percent are the category B passenger vehicle licenses we study. For these students the process from registering at a school to receiving the probationary license takes 8.7 months to complete on average.
As of the end of 2011, there are 1,119 driving schools on mainland Portugal and 27 schools in the archipelagos of Madeira and the Azores. The industry's current size reflects significant growth in the number of firms since 1998, when only 527 schools served the population of 9.9 million individuals. Entry resulted from significant liberalization efforts of a broad number of professional services in the late 1990s. Previously, the regulatory framework restricted the number of schools serving each municipality to be a step function of the municipality's population and placed ceilings on school fees for instruction. Legislative reforms lifted both entry and price restrictions in 1998, resulting in an immediate increase in the number of schools by 25 percent and a stabilization at current levels by 2005, with virtually no exit of existing schools. A number of regulatory restraints remain in place, including territorial restrictions limiting all business to be conducted within the municipality covered by the owner's license and regulations governing the sharing of resources between commonly-owned schools that limit the presence of multi-outlet chains of schools. Eighty-seven percent of owners operate a single school, and another nine percent operate two schools. Figure 1 plots the locations of all driving schools in mainland Portugal by municipality population density.
=========================
Insert Figure 1 about here ========================= Since the deregulation in 1998, each school has set its own prices for services. A flat fee covers the base course of instruction, including classroom time, materials, practice theory exams, on-road driving lessons, and any fees the student must pay to the exam center to take the two exams. The schools handle the submission of fees to the exam center, as well as the scheduling of exams. If a learner driver fails the theory exam, he must pay the school a fee to retake the exam. Similarly, should a student fail the practice exam, he must pay an extra fee to complete five additional driving lessons and to retake the practice exam.
We summarize the schools' fees for enrolling in the base course, retaking the theory exam, and preparing for and retaking the on-road driving test, as well as the frequent instances of failing either of the exams next.
Data
Our empirical analysis combines a number of data sets at the school, student, and municipality level. First, we collected data on non-price attributes of schools from the IMTT. These data, which are collected as part of each school's licensing process and which are updated periodically, include information about the school's facilities, the number and tenure of its instructors, the number of license classes offered, and characteristics of its fleet of instruction vehicles.
10 We geocoded school addresses using GIS software to derive detailed location information. Lastly, we added hand-collected school prices and estimated costs. More details about our price and cost data follow below. Second, we obtained individual student-level school enrollment and driving exam information from the IMTT. The comprehensive, retrospective database includes the full universe of learner driver candidates who obtained their driver license's sometime in 2009 or 2010 (having started as far back as early 2008). We observe the date on which the student obtained his learner's permit and the permit's license category, the dates, times, exam centers and outcomes of each exam, the final licensing date, as well as the candidate's age, gender, and home postal code. We assume that each student resides at the centroid of his postal code area to compute his distance to his chosen school, and to the other schools in his consideration set.
Finally, we obtain demographic and other data at the level of the municipality from the market research company, GrupoMarktest, the Ministério do Trabalho e da Solidariedade Social, and Statistics Portugal. 
Price Collection and Sample Markets
While the IMTT collects various pieces of information about the schools it oversees, it does not collect price or fee information. We thus complement the IMTT data with handcollected, detailed price information. To keep the data collection process manageable, we focus on 13 of the 18 Portuguese districts, excluding most notably the districts of Lisbon and Porto.
12 In our empirical work below, we focus on the effect of competition on prices 10 The age of a school's driving fleet is determined by mapping its vehicles' license plates to the year of initial registration using a key published by the ACAP (Associação Automóvel de Portugal).
11 Much of these data derive from Portugal's censuses of 2001 and 2011. 12 The other excluded districts include Braga, Viana do Castelo, and Vila Real.
and treat a municipality -the area covered by a school license -as the relevant market area within which firms compete. While schools are required to conduct their business within the municipality covered by their license, students are free to frequent a school outside of their municipality of residence. Lisbon and Porto are large urban districts made up of densely populated municipalities in close proximity, where the assumption of a single municipality comprising the relevant market area is likely unreasonable.
To collect price information in the remaining districts, we employed a team of 14 mystery shoppers who visited each school in person between November 2011 and March 2012. Each shopper used the same script to query school employees for price information, including both the upfront prices and the add-on surcharges. We include in our final sample all municipalities for whom our mystery shoppers were able to collect a complete fee schedule, consisting of the base course, the theory repetition, and the practice repetition, for all schools in the local market.
13 Our sample covers 158 municipalities with a total of 420 schools. These are displayed in panel (b) of Figure 1 . Table 1 contains descriptive statistics for our sample of markets. The average (median) municipality contains three (two) driving schools. They range in population from 3,445 to 160,825 residents, with an average population of 26,356 people, 13.8 percent of whom are aged 15 to 24 years.
=========================
Insert Table 1 about here ========================= In our descriptive analysis in Section 4, we incorporate information on these and a number of other market demographics. The lower portion of Table 1 summarizes these municipalitylevel demographics. The age and monthly wage income of the average resident is 40.3 years and e888.74 per month (for employed residents). The average illiteracy rate in our markets is 10.5 percent of the population aged 14 or higher, slightly above the national average of nine percent, and 35.3 percent of residents have completed at least compulsory secondary education, compared to 38 percent nationwide. A little more than half of all residents use cars on a daily basis, spending approximately 19.6 minutes in commuting time on average.
The price for the base course typically covers the exam center fees for both exams, all the requisite materials for the theory exam, and the required number of driving lessons from one of the school's instructors. If the student fails either exam, he pays an additional fee 13 We were forced to drop some municipalities where at least one school was unable or unwilling to reveal the prices of the add-on services. We do not discern any systematic patterns in the frequency of such instances across districts or the territories assigned to each of our mystery shoppers. In total we dropped 31 municipalities out of the 189 municipalities with at least one school in our subset of districts.
to cover the next exam center fee; the practice exam add-on surcharge further covers the required additional driving lessons. Since schools differ somewhat in what items are included in the base course price, we standardize prices to be comparable across schools. We use the full price of the standard course of instruction as our price measure for all schools.
Panel (a) of Table 2 summarizes the distribution of prices across schools and markets. The median school charges e726 for its base driving course, with an interquartile range of e145. There is thus significant variation in prices. A large share of this variation is likely due to cost and demand differences across municipalities. Accordingly, the betweenmunicipality standard deviation is 1.63 times the within-municipality standard deviation in upfront prices. The average practice exam add-on surcharge of e275.44 is more than double that of the theory exam add-on, e133.90, which is driven by the fact that the practice exam add-on includes five additional lessons.
Insert Table 2 about here =========================
Marginal Cost Calculation
Our model makes predictions for variation in markups across the upfront and add-on markets. To test these predictions we require estimates of markups and, thus, marginal costs. An advantage to our setting is the relative simplicity of the service offered, which allows us to construct reliable estimates of the marginal cost a school incurs for serving an additional student in the main driving course, as well as in the repeat markets. In constructing our measures, we exploit information contained in a template that the industry association Associação Nacional dos Industriais do Ensino da Condução Automóvel (ANIECA) provides to potential entrants to estimate annual costs of operation, including both total and unit costs.
We use the cost template to compute marginal costs for each of the offered services: the upfront and the add-on services. The per student upfront service marginal cost consists of several individual components, including (i) the fees paid to the exam center for one theory and one practice test administration, (ii) the cost of instructional materials for the theory lessons, (iii) the instructor salary for 32 driving lessons and for the final on-road driving exam (which he also needs to attend to), and (iv) the vehicle operating costs of driving one of the school's vehicles during the practice lessons. According to ANIECA, vehicle operating costs consist of the cost of gasoline, depreciation expenses, maintenance and repairs, tolls and other road fees and taxes, and other expenses. The theory repeat service entails the minimal marginal cost to the school of having to cover the student's renewed theory exam fee, which is identical to the fee it pays to the exam center the first time the student takes the exam. Lastly, in offering the practice repeat course, the school incurs driving exam administration fees, as well as labor and vehicle maintenance costs equivalent to five additional driving lessons.
We use information on exam center fees, municipality-level salaries scaled to fall within the range of typical instructor pay, local gasoline prices, the estimated distance traveled in kilometers during a 32-lesson and a five-lesson course of instruction, as well as the aggregate annual usage in kilometers of each school's fleet of cars to derive marginal cost estimates. In the Appendix we describe the explicit procedure we employ to calculate each of the cost components. Our detailed data allows us to recognize both spatial and firm-level variation in costs.
Here, we briefly summarize the magnitude of the different cost sources. Per student, the average school pays e54.48 in exam fees to cover the cost of one theory and one practice exam. Some amount of variation in costs reflects differences in fees charged by private and publicly run exam centers. The cost of instructional materials is minimal and standardized, amounting to e10 per student. We estimate the school's labor cost of an instructor amounts to e236.94 and e43.08 for driving lessons during the upfront and practice repeat driving courses, respectively; we assume no marginal labor costs arise from the in-class time spent by the instructor due to the common spare capacity in classroom space. The standard deviation in the base course labor costs of e18.24 captures cost-of-living differences reflected in municipality-level incomes across municipalities. Vehicle operating costs represent the largest source of marginal costs, with gasoline costs of e0.09 per kilometer, depreciation costs of e0.15 per kilometer, maintenance and repair costs of e0.02 per kilometer, and tire expenses of e0.01 per kilometer.
14 When scaled by the 722.9 kilometers the average student covers during the driving course and exam itself, the marginal vehicle operating cost for the base course of instruction amounts to e201.36 on average. The equivalent figure is e34.17 for the practice repeat course. Panel (b) of Table 2 summarizes the sum of the marginal cost components and the aggregate marginal cost of serving each student in the upfront and repeat driving courses. The average school incurs a marginal cost of e507.78 per student in the base course, with a standard deviation of e42.26. As a robustness check we computed a simplified marginal cost measure that assumes constant annual usage and characteristics of schools' fleets, which results in a similar average marginal cost of e499.29 for the base course. See Appendix Table B-1. We further verified the reliability of our cost estimates using feasibility studies that potential entrants prepare for the IMTT as part of the licensing process. These allow us to compare our marginal cost estimates to the schools' own estimates for a country-wide sample of schools; the comparison suggests our estimates are reasonable. We also talked to a few driving school managers across the country to confirm the validity of some of our estimates. The add-on services generate estimated marginal costs of e16.66 and e116.06 for the theory and practice repeat courses, respectively.
Other School Characteristics
Here, we summarize other school characteristics, the size of the schools' student body, and market shares for the schools in our sample and for the universe of driving schools in general. Table 2 summarizes the most pertinent information we observe about schools.
Over the three-year period from 2008 to 2010, the average of our 420 sample schools enrolled 450 students, or approximately 150 students per year.
15 There is significant variation in enrollment figures across schools, however; the interquartile range of enrollment spans from 270 to 563 students. The number of a school's local competitors ranges from zero to 14 schools, with a typical municipality containing three schools. We use enrollment at the school and in the municipality to measure market shares. The average school's market share is 34.4 percent; the presence of monopoly markets skews the market share distribution -the median market share amounts to 23.7 percent. The median school's age is 10.6 years at the end of 2010, which reflects that approximately half of all sampled schools entered the market after deregulation in 1998. The schools have a driving fleet consisting of, at the median, three passenger vehicles, for which we observe characteristics such as an average displacement of 1.5 liters and an age of 5.3 years. Their median of four instructors have an average of 7.8 years of teaching experience at the school. Twenty-six percent of schools have a functional website.
Furthermore, we record the straight-line distance of the school to the nearest districtwide IMTT office and to its most used exam center to proxy for costs of interacting with the IMTT and of transporting students to the exam center. The average school is 28.2 kilometers from the closest IMTT office. It also is 25.2 kilometers from its most commonly used exam center; two-thirds of schools use at least one private exam center.
The schools in the pricing sample are representative of schools nationwide. Since we exclude the two urban districts of Lisbon and Porto, the sample schools are slightly smaller than the average school nationwide. Our markets are typically also more concentrated; as a result, the sample schools control a larger share of the market, relative to the average school's market share of 23.8 percent. The remaining school attributes, however, including the characteristics of the fleet and instructors, are very similar.
Student Attributes
There are 57,329 unique learner driver candidates in our data. We only follow candidates for whom we have a complete history profile from enrollment at a school to completion of the practice exam, which eliminates approximately 28.4 percent of the full data set due to left or right truncation. The profile of an average student in our sample is representative of the entire Portuguese population of student drivers, however.
The demographic attributes we observe for the students are limited. The average (median) student in our sample is 21.8 years (19.1 years) old. There is an even split of male and female students: 50.6 percent of our sample are females. We further observe the detailed location of the student's residence based on his seven-digit postal code, which approximately designates a city block. We calculate the straight-line distance from the postal code to the school that the student has chosen to attend. According to this measure, not only are a majority of students located less than three kilometers to their schools (2.8 kilometers), but also 44.3 percent of students choose the school from those in their consideration set closest to home; both facts allude to the importance of distance to students' consideration and choice of schools. See Table 3 . Clearly, in addition to competition from schools located within the same municipality, spatial differentiation is an important dimension that contributes to the variation in prices we see in the data.
=========================
Insert Table 3 about here =========================
Pricing in the Upfront and Add-on Markets
Our theoretical model implies that the retake market exhibits monopoly-or collusive-like markups and that the upfront market exhibits competitive markups that decline in the number of market competitors. We provide suggestive evidence that supports these model predictions in what follows.
While repeat courses are clearly additional services that add to a student's cost of driving instruction in the spirit of the add-on products studied by Ellison (2005) and others, their economic relevance would be minimal unless they were to generate significant profit for schools. Our model predicts that schools earn substantial markups from add-on services, and a casual comparison of prices and marginal costs in Table 2 suggests this to be the case. If few students actually require add-on services, however, then there is only limited scope for substantive profits. We therefore begin by summarizing students' exam outcomes and school pass rates. Figure 2 and Table 3 quickly dispel any notion that the add-on market is small. Among 57,329 students from 420 schools in our sample, 76.3 and 70.6 percent pass the theory and practice exams on the first attempt, respectively. More importantly, however, only 54.4 percent pass both exams on the first attempt. The average student takes the theory and practice exams approximately 1.35 and 1.41 times, respectively. This results in the driving school process being lengthy; the median student takes around 7.5 months from start to finish. Given that just under half of all students retake at least one exam, the retake market has the potential to serve as a significant source of profit for schools.
Incidence of Exam Repetitions
=========================
Insert Figure 2 about here ========================= The data also provide evidence to support our model assumption that students are locked into the school by their initial choice of where to take the base course and that any exam repeat course can be treated as an unavoidable add-on to the base course: students rarely switch schools. Only 1.8 and 0.1 percent of all students transfer schools during the theory and practice exam phases, respectively, while only 0.7 percent transfer in between the theory and practice exam phases. The majority of these, or 64.5 percent, transfer to schools outside their original school's municipality, suggesting that exogenous reasons such as moving explain a significant share of transfers. Schools engage in several practices that make it prohibitively costly for students to transfer: first, the fee for the upfront course of instruction is nonrefundable, making it unlikely that students switch before reaching their first practice exam. Transferring schools further requires restarting the base course from the beginning at a new school. Schools price their repeat courses below their own and their competitors' base courses, so that students who consider transferring schools comparison shop their current schools' add-on prices to competitor schools' relatively higher base prices.
The theoretical model also proposes that schools' add-on prices would be set at their market's "walkway" price, or the maximum supportable price in the market. The data provide evidence that this assumption is reasonable. First, conditional on failing at least one exam, students are more likely to quit than to transfer. While 0.9 percent of students at schools in our sample switch schools within the same municipality, more than double -or 2.6 percent of students -actually quit.
16 Second, conditional on failing at least one exam, students who quit also behave in ways we would expect. Conditional logit regressions of the decision to quit reveal that, for the theory exam, older males are more likely to quit at schools with higher theory exam add-on prices and, for the practice exam, older females are more likely to quit schools with higher practice exam add-on prices. Importantly, students are more likely to quit at schools with higher add-on prices, and this statistically and economically significant finding is robust to adding school-and municipality-level controls. Note that, if price is correlated with other components of school quality not captured by our controls, the estimated price effect would be downward biased.
Markups
To assess the per-student profitability of offering the three services, we consider two common measures of profit margins: the traditional markup or price-cost margin, and the percentage markup or Lerner index, which equals the ratio of markup-to-price. Table 4 reports a summary of both measures across schools; Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the percentage markups. 17 The markups for the add-on services are higher on average in percentage terms than those of the upfront service.
=========================
Insert Figure 3 about here =========================
Insert Table 4 about here ========================= The average Lerner index for the upfront service is 28.7 percent. Were firms fully homogeneous and competing in quantities, a market with approximately seven (6.6) firms would produce a Lerner index of this magnitude. In contrast, the average market in our data has only three firms. This suggests that, in order to justify the Lerner indices we observe, the upfront market must be more competitive than we would otherwise predict by simply using the number of schools in the market as a proxy of competitiveness. In support of our thesis, the percentage markups further reveal extraordinary market power in the add-on markets, with averages of 86.5 percent and 56.6 percent in the theory and practice add-on markets, respectively.
Moreover, the variation in markups differs significantly across the primary and secondary markets. If schools act according to the stylized model above, we might expect there to be limited variation in add-on markups to reflect that schools charge the highest sustainable price in the market. The standard deviation of upfront markups across markets is e110.79, or 11.6 percent for the Lerner index, while the standard deviation of theory and practice add-on markups across markets is e28.85 (7.6 percent for the Lerner index) and e46.44 (8.9 percent), respectively.
Six schools, or 1.4 percent of the sample, have negative markups in the upfront market, pricing below estimated cost. All but one of these schools garner positive effective markups across the three services, however; they are able to cover their total variable costs with the revenues they earn from the add-on markets despite the losses they incur in the upfront market. We compute effective markups as the total fees paid by each student less the total variable cost incurred in serving the student, averaging across students at each school. For every euro the average school earns in profit from offering the base course, it earns an additional e0.71 in effective markup on the full cost of serving its average student. At the student level the average student in the sample yields an additional e0.81 for every e1 he generates in profit for the upfront service. Thus, schools with a larger student population tend to have higher effective markups on average than smaller schools. According to the effective markup measure, a school earns e329.95, or 34.2 percent of fees paid by the student, on the average student.
18 Implicitly, our model posits that the upfront and add-on markets are distinct: the upfront market prices and markups depend on a number of consumer-and market-related factors, while the add-on market surcharges and markups are independent of these. Evidence points to little relationship between the upfront and add-on prices: only a weak association exists between the upfront prices and the theory exam add-on prices (0.071) and the practice exam add-on prices (0.091). On the other hand, there is a strong and positive association between each of the add-on prices (0.405). Similarly, for markups, the correlations between base markup and the theory and practice markups are 0.072 and 0.102, respectively, but 0.407 between the theory and practice markups themselves. These correlations provide indirect evidence that factors affecting the setting of schools' upfront prices differ from those affecting their add-on prices.
Sources of Profit
Perhaps most compelling to the add-on market profit motive is that a significant portion of schools' variable profits derive from add-on fees. The average (median) school derives 9.9 percent (8.8 percent) and 14.4 percent (13.0 percent) of total variable profits from the theory and practice exam add-on services, respectively, or 24.4 percent (22.2 percent) of profit overall. At the same time, schools earn a smaller share of total revenues from addon services: the average (median) school derives 4.4 percent (4.4 percent) and 9.5 percent (9.0 percent) of total revenues from the two add-on services for a total of 14.0 percent (13.4 percent) of revenue. This suggests that schools face relatively lower variable costs for add-ons compared to the cost of the corresponding base course, and, thus, more revenue is passed on as variable profits to schools in the add-on market.
Figure 4 reveals significant variation in the percentage of total variable profits derived from the add-on services. Nine schools (2.1 percent of the sample) earn more than 20 percent of their variable profits from the theory exam add-on service, with 4 of these earning more than 30 percent from theory exam retakes. The interquartile range for the share of profits stemming from the theory exam retake market is 6.2 to 12.0 percent. Typically, the share of profit from practice exam retakes further exceeds these magnitudes with an interquartile range of 8.8 to 18.5 percent. Seventy-seven schools (or 18.3 percent of the sample) earn more than 20 percent of their variable profits from the practice exam add-on service, with 10 and 3 of these schools earning more than 30 and 40 percent from practice exam retakes, respectively. The variation in the two add-on markets translates into significant variation in the share of profit stemming from add-ons in aggregate, with an interquartile range of 17.5 to 28.0 percent.
=========================
Insert Figure 4 about here =========================
Determinants of Markups
The previous section establishes that schools have a profit motive in the add-on market in which significantly higher markups are earned relative to the base course. We now test whether the observed markups for the upfront and retake services are consistent with the basic predictions of the bargains-then-ripoffs model from Section 2. The model predicts that variation in markups on the upfront base service, but not the add-on surcharges, depend on the number of competitors in the market, the proportion of myopes, and the type-specific probability of failing the exams. We consider a number of reduced form models of markups to test these predictions, while controlling for heterogeneity in demand conditions across schools that might introduce variation in prices and markups unrelated to the competitive environment.
We regress school markups on the number of competitors within the municipality as well as a number of other school-and municipality-related controls. While we benefit from an accurate measure of the number of market competitors and the overall probability of failing on both exams, we do not have separate proxies for the proportion of myopes and the probability of failing by consumer type. In Section 5 we estimate an empirical version of the demand model above, using the consumers' responses to variation in upfront and addon prices to pin down the share of myopic consumers consistent with the observed school choices. A direct benefit to estimating such a model is that it allows us to derive estimates of variation in consumer types across markets and demographic groups.
In our regression analysis, we employ both OLS and two-stage least squares techniques to control for the possibility that the number of schools in the municipality are endogenous to schools' markups. As discussed in Section 3.1, the driving school industry faced municipalitybased entry restraints prior to being deregulated in 1998. These restraints were closely tied to the municipality's population, stipulating that each licensed school serves a minimum of 25,000 residents in the chosen municipality or is the sole provider in a municipality with less than 25,000 residents. The regulated number of schools in each municipality prior to liberalization thus serves as a good instrument for the number of firms: by being tied to population alone, it is likely uncorrelated with unobserved profit shifters that are reflected in both markups and entry in the unregulated regime, but is related to the number of schools in the municipality under free entry, post deregulation.
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The results of the regressions of the upfront profit margins on the number of market competitors with school-and municipality-level controls are shown in Table 5 . While the first-stage F -statistics and partial R-squared statistics for the instrumental variables regres-19 As a robustness check (not shown) we further incorporated the share of the population above the age of 15 but below the age of 25 as an instrument for the number of firms: the vast majority of students in our sample (83.6 percent) are below age 25 and the size of that age category in the municipality thus represents a good proxy for the size of the municipality's market. (Note that, while students need to at least be of age 18 to enroll in driving school, we were not able to obtain data for finer age bins from Statistics Portugal.) While the market size shifts total variable profit in the market, and thus the profitability of entering, it should not affect the markup charged per student if marginal costs are near constant and economies of scale are small. sions imply a strong instrument, the endogeneity concerns do not seem to drive the results, which themselves appear to be robust across all specifications (including the specification that incorporates the share of the population under the age of 25 as an instrument for the number of market competitors). Similarly, the introduction of a number of school-and municipality-related controls do not change the coefficient on the number of market competitors significantly. Across specifications, the number of schools in the municipality has a strong and significantly negative impact on the upfront markups of schools in that municipality. For every school added to the market, the upfront markup decreases by approximately e23.08, corresponding to 10.5 percent of the average upfront markup. This result aligns with the theoretical prediction that upfront markups should fall in the number of competitors because of the highly competitive nature of the upfront market. The competition-related controls also suggest that a school's markups are higher the farther away is its competition.
=========================
Insert Table 5 about here ========================= The results for the equivalent regressions of the add-on profit margins on the number of market competitors with school-and municipality-level controls are shown in Table 6 . As with the upfront markup regressions, the results are robust to instrumenting for the number of firms and introducing school-and municipality-level controls. In each of these specifications, the number of schools in a school's own municipality is statistically insignificant in affecting both add-on markups, and has an economically much smaller effect on both markups for each additional competitor. Note too that the competition-specific controls are insignificantly associated with the add-on markups. These results are thus suggestive of there being no competitive influence on either retake markup, with schools benefitting from highly localized market power. Moreover, the one control that represents a student's outside option, e.g., public transportation, is significantly associated with add-on markups.
Insert Table 6 about here ========================= Note that the endogenous variable is a discrete count of the number of schools in the market, but our linear regression models treat this regressor as continuous, and furthermore assume that the effect of an incremental entrant on markups remains constant regardless of how many schools end up in the market. We investigate the sensitivity of the results to these assumptions by estimating a specification that models the number of schools as an ordered probit model, allowing the unobservable market-level error that drives entry decisions to be correlated with an unobserved market-level error that affects markups. This correlation represents the possible correlations between unobserved market structure shifters and unobserved markup determinants that we worry might bias the estimated effect of the number of schools on prices. We estimate the resulting nonlinear two-equation model using full information maximum likelihood (FIML) and derive the likelihood in the Appendix.
Further note that potential measurement error in computing the marginal costs may have induced spurious results. Additionally, we might worry that the competition effects are driven solely by the cost side. In Tables D-1 and D-2 of the Appendix we estimate equivalent specifications using prices instead of markups as the dependent variables. The results from using markups are robust to using prices instead.
One market where we might expect higher upfront markups, but similar add-on markups compared to other markets, is a monopoly market. Fifty-four schools, or approximately 12.9 percent of sampled schools, serve as the only school in their municipality; these schools should wield monopoly power in both upfront and add-on markets. In fact, the average (median) school in a monopoly market earns e289.45 (e287.73) in upfront markups, compared to e208.82 (e203.42) earned by the average (median) school in an oligopoly market (p-value of test of the equality of means of 0.0000). Schools in both monopoly and oligopoly markets earn about the same markups in the add-on market, however: the average (median) school in a monopoly market garners e120.99 (e129.00) and e163.09 (e163.62) in theory and practice add-on markups, respectively, while the average (median) school in a oligopoly market receives e116.70 (e121.00) and e158.77 (e161.02) in theory and practice add-on markups, respectively, and we cannot reject the hypothesis of equal means, with p-values of 0.2562 and 0.5474, respectively. The similarity of add-on markets across monopoly and oligopoly markets, combined with the demonstrated decline in markups as the number of competitors rises, in particular from monopoly to oligopoly markets, thus bear out the model predictions of loss-leader pricing.
Empirical Model
In this section we present and estimate an empirical model based on the theoretical model discussed in Section 2.
Overview
In order to maximize utility a student makes a choice among all the schools located in the municipality in which he resides.
The utility of student i from attending school j is conditional on the student's type h (i.e., myope or sophisticate) and is defined as
where X j is a vector of observed school attributes (that does not include price) and Z i is a vector of student-specific attributes such as demographics; D ij is the distance from student i's location to the location of school j; Ep ih|j is the price that each student expects to pay for his training at each school; ξ j denotes school fixed effects for all schools that belong to student i's choice set; and ε ij is an unobservable (to the econometrician) error term that we assume to be mean independent of the included right-hand side variables.
To control for students' preferences for distance, we allow distance to enter nonlinearly into the utility function in a flexible way as
where I {j=closest} is an indicator variable equal to 1 if school j is closest to the student in the choice set of student i.
Since in our data we do not observe individuals who chose not to obtain a driver's license, we do not include an outside option. Instead, we normalize one fixed effect in each municipality to zero. In fact, there is no outside option: we assume that, if an individual wants to obtain a driver's license, he must receive training at one of the existing IMTTapproved driving schools.
The variable Ep ih|j varies by student i and is defined as
where p u j is the price of the upfront instruction course at school j; λ ij is student i's fail probability at school j; p a j is the price of the add-on service at school j (i.e., the price associated with retaking the exam); and φ h is a scale parameter that reflects the assessment of a type h student of his own probability of failing. If the student is a myope, then φ h = 0 and he neglects the add-on prices when making his school choice. A sophisticate, with φ h = 1, on the other hand, accounts for the possibility that he may fail the exams, which will have an effect on the final price he ultimately pays to obtain his driver's license.
Fail Probabilities
A key component of our model involves the assessment that each sophisticated student makes of his own probability of failing each exam at each of the schools in his choice set. We estimate a conditional logistic regression model of the fail probability given by
where λ ij is the probability that student i of school j fails his exam; Z i are characteristics of student i; and δ j is the effect of school j on the student's probability of failing.
Student-specific variables include each student's age and gender, as well as variables that are specific to the parish in which the student resides, namely, the illiteracy rate and whether that location is considered rural or urban. Interactions between these variables are also used. In addition, for the practice exam fail probability regression, we also include a dummy for whether the student took the exam at a public or private exam center because there is the perception in the industry that private center examiners are somewhat more lenient than those at public centers.
=========================
Insert Table 7 about here ========================= We assume each student can fail each of the theory and practice exams at most one time. This is consistent with the observation that most students rarely fail more than once. After estimating the parameters in (8), which we show in Table 7 , we compute predicted probabilities of failing for each exam/student/school combination and use these as inputs in the choice model.
Specification of School Choice Model
Assuming that ε ij in (5) is an i.i.d. Weibull random variable, the probability that student i chooses to attend school j is conditional on the student's type h (myope or sophisticate), and can be written as
Since we do not observe any student's degree of sophistication, given by h, we estimate a finite mixture model in which the probability of belonging to each of two possible segments (i.e., myopes or sophisticates) is given by π h . More formally, suppose that φ h is drawn from a discrete distribution with two points of support such that φ h = 0 with probability π m 1 with probability π s
and π s and π m = 1 − π s are parameters to be estimated. This specification of the model allows the unobserved student type to enter the estimation. For the segment sizes of the unobserved student types to be identified, we need to observe in the data students who bypass schools, both with low base prices but high add-on prices, that are strongly preferred by other students.
Thus, the choice probability in (9) can be re-written as
where
and
Hence, the likelihood function is given by
where y ij = 1 if student i chooses school j and zero otherwise; and J M is the number of alternative schools for a given market M.
Results and Discussion
We display the results of the empirical model for a particular market in Table 8 . Before we analyze the specification that captures the empirical model derived above -the last column in Table 8 -we discuss several alternative specifications of the school choice model.
=========================
Insert Table 8 about here ========================= In specifications (i) and (ii) we investigate how different components of the student's price affect his school choice. We decompose each student's expected price into his upfront price and expected repeat fees and enter these two prices separately into the utility function. This separation addresses the possibility that the observed price patterns in the data purely reflect differences in the students' price sensitivities across the two services, but not differences in foresight across student types.
Since we include the upfront price, a school-level covariate, we cannot include school fixed effects to control for unobserved heterogeneity across schools that might be correlated with prices. Instead, we include pertinent school attributes. A comparison of a specification with school fixed effects to one with school attributes only, including total expected prices instead of the two components [specifications (i) and (iii)], suggests that the school attributes absorb much of the variation due to unobserved heterogeneity.
The results for the first two specifications allow two conclusions: First, while slightly larger in absolute value, the effect of add-on prices on utility is not statistically significantly different from the effect of the upfront price; thus, price responsiveness is not more pronounced for repeat fees than it is for base prices. Second, the estimated coefficients remain largely unchanged, both for price and for the remaining school choice determinants, when we combine the two price components into a single expected price [specification (i)].
A downside to the single-type specifications is that we do not allow for unobserved heterogeneity in the estimated coefficients. We, therefore, now turn to specifications (iv) through (vi), which estimate discrete mixture models with two consumer types. The displayed specifications allow for heterogeneity in the price coefficient only. We also estimated alternative specifications that, in addition, allowed for heterogneity in both the distance covariates and the school fixed effects. The random coefficients on prices are robust to the addition of heterogeneity in other variables -that is, the result that myopes are more price sensitive than sophisticates obtains when we allow for heterogeneity in other covariates. Moreover, we learn that sophisticates are more sensitive to distance than myopes; they are less likely to choose a school that is farther away and are more likely to choose the closest school to their homes relative to myopes.
Similar to specifications (i) through (iii), the two-type models differ in the way price enters into the utility function. Specifications (iv) and (v) assume that utility depends only on expected prices for both market segments, but differ in that specification (iv) includes school controls while specification (v) includes school fixed effects. These specifications thus assume that all consumers in the market are sophisticated, but differ in their price sensitivities, which we find to be the case for the two-type specifications.
Specification (vi) then replaces the expected price with the base price, as in the model of myopic consumer behavior in Section 2. Interestingly, we estimate a larger price coefficient in absolute value for the myopic segment, suggesting that myopes are more price sensitive despite considering only the base price -rather than the higher expected price -at the time of their initial school choice. The estimated share parameter implies that approximately one quarter of students fall into the first (myopic) market segment. The size of the segment we estimate is similar in size to the smaller segment in specifications (iv) and (v) (there we estimate the smaller segment's size to be slightly higher at approximately 30 percent), which is similarly the more price responsive. Lastly, note that model (vi) has the lowest likelihood value across specifications. The results thus suggest that observed consumer responses to the firm's chosen upfront and add-on prices is consistent with a sizable number of students who do not base their school choice on a comparison of their full expected fees at the different schools, but only on a comparison of the initial upfront payment.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have modeled a market in which firms take advantage of locked-in myopic consumers by charging high surcharges in unavoidable add-on markets. When consumers have limited foresight about their future demand for a product and face high switching costs, firms have the dual incentive to set as high a price as the add-on market can support and to charge a correspondingly low price in the upfront market to entice consumers to their firm in the first place. The model, hence, predicts upfront (add-on) markups that (do not) vary with the market structure a firm faces. The model also implies that all markups -both upfront and add-on -depend on the proportion of consumer types in the market and the type-specific probability of requiring the unavoidable add-on.
We present evidence of these phenomena in the context of Portuguese driving schools. With data on prices and constructed marginal costs, we demonstrate that schools not only face a strong profit motive for setting high surcharges in the add-on market, but also earn relatively high, monopoly-like markups in the add-on markets while earning lower markups in the upfront market. The evidence corroborates the model predictions that the latter vary with the level of competition whereas the former do not.
Our research benefits from a highly detailed data snapshot of the driving school industry, which gives us the ability to address additional questions of interest, most notably who the typical myopic consumer is and which consumer type participates most in the add-on market, implicitly cross-subsidizing the other. We specify a two-type mixture model of demand that empirically pins down the proportion of student types that is consistent with the observed school choices under schools' chosen base and add-on prices. That about one-quarter of students is myopic points to schools' strategic exploitation of this subset of students who do not anticipate their need for the add-on at their initial purchase occasion. As a next step, we plan to estimate the student fail probabilities jointly with the choice probabilities as well as to estimate a version of the model using concomitant variables, whereby we correlate the implied type share parameter with student attributes.
Evidence that speaks to the question of who subsidizes whom in a market such as ours is of significant normative policy interest to regulators of firm pricing behavior. In the case of policies under consideration by the IMTT, possible regulations range from requiring schools to inform students about typical propensities of failing the different exams to directly or indirectly regulating prices in the add-on market. As a next step, hence, we plan to analyze the attributes of schools whose market shares are specifically increased by the presence of myopic students. By using the estimates of our empirical model to compare the case in which only some student consider the add-on to the case in which all students consider the add-on, we will be able to draw conclusions about those schools that benefit from having myopic students in the market. Another avenue for future research is to implement an empirical pricing model in our setting, allowing us to compare counterfactual price predictions under varying assumptions about the student types in the market. Note: Population density is a weighted average across parishes in a given municipality. Statistics other than number of schools and population are population weighted. Mean income refers to the average monthly wage income of full-time employees. Note: The row labeled "Effective, all services" refers to the effective markup the firm earns across the upfront and add-on markets, as defined in the text. 
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Note: The purchasing power index is seasonally adjusted, while the high-season purchasing power index captures irregular fluctuations in purchasing power during the summer months relative to the remainder of the year. We include as additional controls the median age of the school's driving fleet and parish-level mean rental rates, both of which are statistically insignificant in explaining upfront markups. 
Share ( The firm's upfront price p u then maximizes:
Since schools are symmetric and charge the same add-on price in equilibrium, relative differences in add-on prices do not affect the sophisticated students' school choice. As a result, at the optimal add-on prices, their demand equals the myopic students' demand, D m . Solving the first-order condition to the firm's upfront pricing problem results in equilibrium prices of:
This exposition assumes that sophisticated students find it in their best interest to engage in costly effort to reduce their probability of failing to λ. They will do so provided the cost savings from engaging in effort, λ − λ p a , exceed the cost of effort e. Otherwise, the optimal upfront price simplifies to:
Equation (A4) also illustrates the profit-neutrality inherent in the add-on pricing model with symmetric types. In equilibrium, with equal probabilities of failing across types, the firm earns expected revenue per student of
The same level of revenue would result in a pricing game where firms serve only sophisticated students who account for both the upfront and the add-on services in their school choice. Then, the firm's profit function would be:
In the absence of myopic types, there is no unique solution to the firm's pricing problem to pin down (p u ) * and (p a ) * if firms commit to prices in the first period. Only the expected per-student revenue is uniquely identified; it equals the expected revenue in (A5). Add-on pricing in the presence of myopic students thus does not change the total amount of revenue a school earns from a student in expectation. It does, however, pin down how that revenue is distributed over the two services, placing a higher monetary burden on exam repeaters.
Note also that with unavoidable add-ons and no cost to unshrouding prices, it can be shown that the firm is indifferent between shrouding and unshrouding. This result differs from the equilibrium derived in Gabaix and Laibson (2006) for the case of avoidable add-ons; 21 here, since sophisticated 21 A number of authors, including Miao (2010) , Kosfeld and Schüwer (2011), Heidhues et al. (2012) , and consumers know that they cannot substitute away from the add-on for certain and expect the add-on's price to equal the walk-away price, there is no gain to shrouding. While the shrouded equilibrium would be the optimal choice if there were even a small cost to unshrouding and releasing the add-on price to sophisticated consumers, our exposition in Section 2 relies on the unshrouded equilibrium for simplicity.
B. Calculation of Marginal Costs
In this Appendix, we describe how we compute marginal costs for the schools' three services.
The marginal cost of the upfront service comprises five cost components: the fees for taking the theory and practice exams (F T and F P , respectively), the fee for purchasing the instructional materials the school provides to the student (M ), the wages paid to the instructors (W ), and the per kilometer cost of operating a fleet car (V ), scaled by the number of kilometers a student drives during the instructional courses. The theory repeat course generates as cost only the fixed fee charged by the exam center for an examination. In contrast, the practice repeat course involves additional driving lessons with associated scaled-down wage and vehicle operating costs, in addition to the exam center's fee. Accordingly, we specify the marginal costs, M C s , for service s = {U, T, P } as:
and compute each cost component as follows:
1. Exam adminstration fees (F T and F P ) The IMTT provided us with information on the fees that each of the 25 exam centers charges for administering the theory and practice exams.
For a given school, we use the administration fees of the exam center used by the school, or a weighted average of fees if the school uses multiple exam centers.
2. Instructional materials expenses (M ) Numerous sources quote e10 per student for instructional materials such as driver handbooks, CD-ROMs, and so on.
Instructor wages (W )
The industry is subject to a non-binding price floor for instructor pay whereby the minimum pre-tax instructor salary is set at e683.05 per month; interviews with ANIECA and school representatives suggest a salary range between e750 and e950. We assume that instructor salaries fall within this range and are proportional to mean monthly earnings in the school's municipality across municipalities. Schools also pay a 23.75 percent Shulman and Geng (2012) have confirmed the results in Gabaix and Laibson (2006) in more general settings.
social security tax and a e3.4 per diem stipend to its instructors, which we include to calculate schools' monthly, all-inclusive, labor cost per instructor.
Since each student's base and practice repeat courses include 32 and five driving lessons, respectively, we convert the monthly salary figure to an hourly basis based on ANIECA information on length of working days and number of days worked per month. We assume that schools incur only fixed, and not marginal, costs for the student's classroom time since schools rarely operate at capacity. For the average school the all-inclusive marginal labor cost equals e236.94 per student for the upfront course, and only e43.08 for the repeat course on average.
4. Vehicle operating costs [(700 + 2D) V ] The most sizable marginal cost component stems from the usage of the driving schools' fleet during driving lessons. We follow existing methodologies for computing a vehicle's user cost in Portugal, which is comprised of (i) fuel costs,
(ii) depreciation costs, (iii) maintenance and repairs costs, and (iv) tire costs. From these four cost components we generate a cost per kilometer of operating a driving school vehicle, V , which we multiply by twice the return distance to the exam center plus the 700 kilometers that school owners state a student approximately covers during his base driving course in lessons plus; for the practice repeat course we scale this distance by 0.18 to 127.27 kilometers.
The sources of data for the individual cost components are:
• Fuel costs. We measure fuel costs as the price per liter of diesel fuel times fuel consumption in liters per kilometer. We obtained diesel gasoline price information from the Direcção-Geral de Energia e Geologia who provided us with a daily snapshot of prices for March 12, 2012, of all gasoline stations in each school's municipality, allowing us to capture cross-sectional, but not time-series, variation in fuel costs. For each school, we use the average of the five lowest fuel prices in the school's municipality. Based on interviews with school owners and ANIECA representatives, we use a consumption rate of 6.36 liters per 100 km, with some adjustments for variation in median horsepower of vehicles in the driving fleet across schools.
• Depreciation costs. We follow existing methodologies for vehicle user costs and assume that each vehicle depreciates fully by 8.4 years and has a purchase price of e25,000, on average. Given information on the size of each school's fleet and student body, which allow us to construct a measure of the average distance traveled per car and year, we distribute the vehicle's value over its total lifetime and arrive at a cost-per-kilometer driven figure.
• Maintenance and repair costs. We use public estimates of an average maintenance and repair cost of e4,000 over the car's service life, which we adjust to reflect fleet characteristics relative to the average car in the sample. As with depreciation, we convert the total to a per kilometer basis by dividing by our estimate of the total number of kilometers each car covers per year.
• Tire costs. We assume that the average car requires four new tires for every 40,000 kilometers traveled at a cost of e70 per tire, which translates into an average tire cost of e.01 per kilometer
We use these inputs to calculate each school's marginal cost for its upfront and add-on services according to (B1). Table B -1 summarizes the inputs into the cost calculation and the resulting totals. The cost an additional student is e507.78 on average for the base course. The cost of providing the add-on services is not surprisingly much less; the average school incurs e16.66 in marginal costs for the theory add-on and e116.06 for the practice repeat course.
Since a number of cost inputs relied on the size and composition of each school's fleet, information that IMTT updates only periodically, we employ as a robustness check a "constant-usage" marginal cost that employs a constant (across schools) estimate of annual distance covered per vehicle; we employ the median of 20,358 kilometers per vehicle-year. This alternative marginal cost measure averages to e499.29 for the upfront service, but has a lower standard deviation of e18.70
than our primary marginal cost measure. The markup regressions above are robust to using the constant-usage marginal cost.
C. Nonlinear Specification Estimation Procedure
In this Appendix, we describe how we construct and estimate the likelihood for our nonlinear specification. We estimate a system of two nonlinear equations using full information maximum likelihood (FIML), which predicts schools' chosen markups (resulting from their choice of prices)
while controlling for correlations in unobserved market attributes that render market entry endogenous. Our estimation accounts for the fact that the markup is continuous while the market structure is discrete.
We specify the choice of markups for school i in market m as a (continuous) random effects model:
Here, we define f P (·) as
where X P im contains school-and market-specific attributes. We estimate the market structure random effect, γ P jm , for markets with at least two firms in order that we have repeated observations by market.
As in our main specification, we control for the possibility of endogeneity of the number of competitors by instrumenting with the number of competitors prior to the industry's deregulation.
We specify the number of schools (or entrants) in market m, which ranges from 1 to 6 in the data, as a (discrete) ordered probit model: 22
market-specific factors that affect the entry and markup decisions, respectively, are distributed bivariate normal as follows:
The covariance terms allow for correlations in the market-level unobservables that give rise to endogeneity concerns. In addition to the parameters of the markup equation and entry equation
covariates, we thus estimate three parameters related to the joint distribution of the unobservables, and five ordered probit cutoff estimates, ζ E j . In estimating the nonlinear system of equations with schools' markups as our dependent variable, the contribution of the likelihood from market m is the likelihood function
where j is an index of the observed number of entrants and p im equals the observed markup of school i. Thus, this likelihood of observing schools' markup choices in market m equals the joint probability distribution given by
where ζ E j is the cutoff for j entrants. This probability is given by the integral of the 2N + 1-dimensional normal distribution of ξ P im and ε E m with mean zero and variance-covariance matrix given by (where I is the identity matrix and Ξ is a matrix of ones) Σ = σ 2 P Ξ 2N ×2N + I 2N ×2N σ P E I 2N ×1 σ EP I 1×2N 1 over the surface defined by f P ; and f E and the cutoffs ζ E 2 through ζ E 6 that are consistent with observed markups and the observed number of entrants, respectively. Note that Σ results from stacking the 2N markup decision errors ξ P im = ε P m + η P im and the single market-level error, ε E m . The variance-covariance matrix allows for correlation in the unobservable market shifters of the markup and entry equations, and thus controls for the endogeneity of market structure across equations.
The assumption that ξ P im = ε P m +η P im with η P im ∼ N 0, σ 2 η,P allows us to simplify the likelihood by integrating out η P im , which results in the likelihood function being equal to
is the standard normal pdf of η P im and φ ε P m , ε E m refers to the pdf of the bivariate normal distribution of ε P m , ε E m given by C1. We further integrate ε E m out of the likelihood, conditioning on the markup equation market error ε P m to obtain
where Φ ε E m |ε P m denotes the conditional cdf of ε E m , given realizations of ε P m . For a given value of the parameters, we use simulation techniques to compute each market's contribution to the likelihood function by integrating numerically over the normal distribution of ε P m . This yields the continuous pdf of the markup distribution. We then use a numerical maximization routine to maximize the full likelihood equation
and update the parameters until convergence.
D. Determinants of Prices
Here, we supplement the regression analysis in Section 4.4 with regression models of school prices.
These regressions serve two purposes. First, they allow us to verify that our results are not driven by measurement error in our constructed marginal costs. Second, we investigate the model's prediction that add-on prices are set at monopoly levels, and don't vary with the number of competitors, but only the school's own characteristics and the value of a driving license in the market generally.
The results of the regressions of the upfront prices on the number of market competitors with school-and municipality-level controls are shown in Table D -1. The number of schools in the municipality maintains a strong and significantly negative impact on upfront prices. The controls continue to suggest that higher prices are associated with greater distances to the nearest competitor.
The results for the equivalent regressions of the add-on prices on the number of market competitors with school-and municipality-level controls are shown in Table D -2. The number of schools in a school's own municipality is statistically insignificant in affecting add-on prices, as it was with markups. At the same time, schools have lower add-on prices in municipalities where public transportation is more commonly used, our proxy of the value of a driver's license.
The regressions, which seek to understand the determinants of prices and markups, are robust to using either as the dependent variable. While measurement error certainly exists in our marginal cost proxies, it does not drive our regression results. Nor are the competitive outcomes solely cost based. The results from using either prices or markups as the dependent variables are consistent with several predictions from the theoretical model. Table 5 . Additionally, we include the municipality-level proportion of residents using public transportation.
